Nonlinear effects in transient electrothermal characterization of anatase TiO2 nanowires.
As an effective transient thermal characterization technique, the transient electrothermal (TET) technique features a capability of measuring micro∕nanoscale samples of diverse electrical conducting natures. In this work, single anatase titanium dioxide (TiO(2)) nanowires fabricated using the electrospinning method are characterized using the TET technique. Time-dependent nonlinear effect is observed for both rise and fall stages in the voltage-time (U-t) response profile. The coated iridium film and soldered platinum pads possibly compromise the linear Ohmic effect and introduce undesired effects into the whole system. Two quantitative methods: generalized function analysis and direct capacitance derivation, are developed to suppress the nonlinear effect based on U-t profiles. Data processing is performed to determine the thermal diffusivity using global fitting under non-constant electrical heating. The effective thermal diffusivities from modified analysis processes stay in the range from 2 to 6 × 10(-6) m(2)/s. The results from both methods agree well with each other. The general function analysis method is also applicable for samples of short time thermal transport or for an experimental instrument that has relatively long rise time.